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Introduction 

At the Defense Research Establishment Atlantic 
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada a data aquisition sytem 
been engineered to monitor and beamform data from 
element line arrays. This system has been designed to 
with either towed or free floating arrays deployed from 
Canadian research vessel Quest as depicted in Figure 1. 
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Hydrophone signals are converted to a pulse code 
modulated (PCM) bit stream which is transmitted or cabled to 
Quest for recording and analysis. The PCM signal is 
recorded directly on an analog tape recorder using high 
density recording (HDR) techniques. 

The digital data are fed directly to a minicomputer 
system for analysis of the entire bandwidth of the 
hydrophone signals, originally sampled at 2000Hz. When CW 
experiments are performed, the data are preprocessed using a 
multi-channel digital filter-translator. The signals are 
complex heterodyned, low pass filtered and decimated. In 
this way, narrow band analysis of the CW signals is 
accomplished using the complex signal fed to the computer. 

1. Hardware 

A quick overview of DREA's digital data acquisition 
hardware is shown in Figure 2. The analog conversion to a 
digita~ . data format for transmission to Quest is done 
underwater inside the lower electronics unit. Once onboard 
the 640 kilobit per second data are recorded on a High 
Density Recorder. Several types of analysis are done using 
the live o~ recorded data. Audio monitoring is accomplished 
using the reconstructed analog signals. The digital inputs 
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are fed directly into our computer system for processing of 
the array's hydrophone signals. 

This system is the result of an evolution process 
rather than one single design step. Commercially available 
hardware was used where cost and technical performance 
permitted. The underwater electronics packaging was built 
at DREA and makes extensive use of CMOS integrated circuits. 
The LEU, lower electronics unit, package is small, light and 
can be supplied with power from batteries for periods of 
24-48 hours. 

Data from the array arrive as a 640 KHz PCM signal 
composed of 32 words of 10 bits each. One word is a 
synchronization code. This is followed by data words from 
the 30 hydrophones. The last word in the sequence is 
reserved for multiplexed nonacoustic sensor data: three 
depth sensors, battery voltag e sensors, and a compass. The 
entire PCM bit stream is randomized and recorded directly on 
one track of a High Density Recorder. At DREA, seven passes 
are made on a 14 track tape to record seven hours of data. 
More tracks would be used but the tape wear and stretching 
generally has been found unacceptable if extensive analysis 
is performed with anyone tape. This often happens when an 
unusual event occurs or an underwater system has had an 
unexpectedly short life. 

The serial code is reformatted to parallel words 
with a PCM reconstruction unit made by Decommutation Systems 
Inc., model 7101. This programmable unit extracts the 
synchronization code and feeds the 10 bit words to several 
devices: an analog reconstruction unit made at DREA, a 
nonacoustic sensor data logging station, a digital filter, 
and a minicomputer. 

The digital filter is a commercial unit made by 
MacDonald Dettwiler and Associates, Vancouver (MDA). This 
unit can be programmed with two 512- or four 256-coefficent 
digital FIR filters. In its real mode, the digital words 
from each hydrophone signal are routed through a low pass 
filter. As well the sampling rate is reduced by a factor 
related to the designed filter cutoff frequency. For this 
experiment, decimation factors of 25 and 42 are selected 
from the front panel. 

The MDA filter, however, is most often used 
complex mode. Each data channel is first multipled by 
sine and cosine terms of a heterodyning frequency. 
resulting complex word is then low pass filtered and 
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time series decimated. The output complex signal represents 
a shifted narrow band of the original input signal. The 
band centre is the heterodyne frequency and is selected at 
integer multiples of the original sampling frequency divided 
by 512. The selected low pass filter determines both the 
bandwidth and the decimation factor. 

The Underwater Acoustics Division is attempting to 
standardize digital connections to provide a common 
interface to data processing equipment. This commonality 
and the flexibility of the MDA filter-decimator have meant 
that the filter has been used in all sea trials since it was 
interfaced to the computer in April, 1979. 

The analysis is controlled and centered around a 
PDPll/34 minicomputer. Peripherals include three 2.5 
Megabyte disks, two Kennedy tape transports capable of 200 
Megabytes per second transfer rate, 64K words of MOS memory, 
a Versatek printer-plotter, a Tektronix graphics terminal 
with hard copy and a CRT alphanumeric terminal. 

Inputs to the PDP 11/34 computer from the MDA filter 
or the decommutation system are through direct memory access 
ports. These ports are Digital's DRII-B's with the addition 
of one circuit board containing a first-in-first-out (FIFO) 
memory. This 64 word FIFO allows delays in software and 
hardware processing to occur before data is lost. This 
simple hardware addition has simplified the design of 
real-time systems. As an example, maximum interrupt service 
times of 20 microseconds meant that one program .used triple 
buffering, disabled the operating system clock .and blocked 
keyboard interrupts. After the FIFO modification, interrupt 
service times went up to 1.28 milliseconds and all of these 
drastic steps were eliminated. 

This 11/34 system hosts an AP120B, an array 
processor built by Floating Point Systems. The AP120B is a 
multi-bus microprogrammable arithmetic unit. Main data 
memory consists of 128 kilo-words of 38 bit floating point 
data. Arithmetic functions use a 500 nanosecond floating 
point multiplier and a 333 nanosecond floating point adder. 
A separate 16 bit arithmetic , logic unit handles address 
calculations. The 64 bit microcode contained in the 512 
word program source memory is capable of controlling all 
arithmetic functions and most of the data paths 
simultaneously. By carefully writing optimized programs, 
computationaly intensive processing can be done up to one 
hundred times faster than with the 11/34 minicomputer. 
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2. Software 

Software binds all of this high speed processing 
equipment together. The AP120B has spent hundreds of hours 
analyzing data using data prerecorded on computer tape. All 
analysis of the data was done with programs written in 
Fortran, using libraries supplied with the AP120B, and the 
RT - ll operating system to handle the input and output 
functions. During this first year o.f operation, speed of 
processing was often sacrificed to ease and speed the 
efforts of the scientist in designing, coding and debugging 
his processing routines. 

The addition of the heterodyning filter led to a 
request to beamfotm in real-time the narrow' band data for 
upcoming sea trials in September 1979. Existing processing 
software library routines and features of the RT-ll 
operating system have proven to be flexible and fast enough 
to handle the output sampling rate from the MDA "filter 
without resorting to extensive use of specialized software 
written in assembly language. 

The real time processing overlaps the time series 
data by 50% for statistical purposes. By combining new 
samples from each hydrophone with the previous 256 samples, 
a 512 word data record is formed. The FFT's are done on the 
30 acoustic channels. The power spectra from each hydrophone 
signal are averaged separately and saved within the array 
processor. Thus the system provides a monitoring facility 
of the acoustic performance of each element in the array. 

The second task of the array processor is to compute 
the cross-spectra of all combinations of elements. The 
cross-spectra from combinations that have the same physical 
distance between elements are accumulated together. 
Averaging of cross-spectra according to inter-element 
spacings is one step in cross-spectral beamforming and is 
discussed in Appendix A. 

Digital Equipment's RT-II, version 3, is the host 
operating system used for DREA's real time processing 
requirements. RT-ll is prefer,able to multi-task operating 
systems. It is small in si~e, is reasonably fast with I/O 
system calls, and is totally passive in turning over control 
to the user with exacting time requirements. A disadvantage 
is the small 28K memory space that RT-li supports for 
programming. About 6K is used for the operating system. 
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One feature of RT-ll is that it can run a real-time 
job in the foreground with priority over a background job. 
Control remains with the foreground job as long as it is 
active. This job can suspend itself while waiting for _ an 
external event to occur: such as new data becoming ready for 
processing. The background program runs until the 
foreground job is resumed by this external event. 

The real-time beamforming program is organized with 
the data input and processing handled in the foreground. 
This processing is done continuously and the data are 
exponentially averaged. A fraction of the averaged spectra 
is kept and the difference is made up by the new spectral 
sample added to the average. The effect is that up-to-date 
spectra and cross-spectra for all hydrophones are available 
on a continuous basis. The background programs service the 
often volatile operator who can quickly switch displays from 
one function, or format, to another without waiting for the 
accumulation of new data. One processing program is able to 
replace several analysis programs by using the 
foreground-background features of RT-ll. A selection of 
display programs is still needed but the processing is not 
built into them. 

In addition to beamforming, these data had to be 
recorded on computer tape in real-time. Part of the 
foreground processing job is to write the data on magnetic 
tape after each new block of data is collected. A special 
assembly language routine senses the loading of a new 
magnetic tape and writes the necessary volume, file header 
and data labels. This makes the tapes compatible with our 
operating system magnetic tape handler and analysis 
programs. Once initialized, the tape recording proceeds 
without the loss of any data until the data file is closed. 
Files are closed if the end of the tape is reached or the 
operator keys a close command. 

2.1 Software Objectives 

The flow chart of the foreground program is detailed 
in Figure 3. The design of the foreground program when 
coupled with the background display accomplishes several 
objectives. Major items and features included in the 
_program to meet these objectives are presented below. 

1. A small compact assembly lanaguage program inputs raw 
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data directly into upper core and controls transfers to the 
magnetic tape and the API20B. 

2. Magnetic tape data files are written which are 
compatible with ANSII standard tape labels. No data are 
missed while recording at sampling rates of up to 64 
kilohertz. 

3. The processing algorithm uses the array processor's 
supplied executive and library functions refered to as APEX. 
Process algorithms and APEX are written in Fortran. 

4. A communication link to background programs handles 
several types and formats of data. This flexibility meets 
the needs of a multiplicity of displays. 

5. Display programs can be easily updated without 
restructuring of the underlying data or processing code. 

The following features are incorporated in 
foreground program to provide flexibility and 
interaction with the operator or scientist. 

any 

the 
good 

6. The logging of the magnetic tapes used, the file names 
and the count of magnetic tape parity errors is done on hard 
copy. 

7. The operator is able to change sampling frequencies and 
heterodyning frequencies without restarting the program. 

8. The operator can 
beamforming algorithm 
malfunctions. 

select channels to 
if a hydrophone 

be omitted in the 
becomes noisy or 

9. The operator, or the background program, can suspend 
parts of, or all of, the processing section of the 
foreground program to gain more time for background 
processing and displays. 

2.2 Software Performance 

The foreground part of the real-time beamforming 
program fits within 7000 words of memory. Approximately 
15,000 words are left for the display portion of the 
real-time beamforming and display program. The division of 
foreground space according to function is shown in Table I. 
Most of the program space is devoted to system routines and 
to the processor coding which is written in Fortran. 
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The real-time beamforming program is fast enough to 
handle a 50Hz sampling rate from the MDA filter. When 
comparing this program with other processors, this rate 
might be compared to 6000 real samples per second as the 
data rate is overlapped by 50% and includes 30 complex data 
channels at each sampling interval. 

The major cost of this system is primarily in the 
software. This cost is proportional to the number of lines 
of code whether those lines are in a high level language or 
assembler. At present, about a hundred lines of Fortran 
code control the AP120B and access by the background to the 
data base. Table I shows that this is a small fraction of 
the total number of lines of code generated for thi$ 
program. This program would run faster and use less memory 
space by increasing the use ot assembly language programming 
within the 11/34 and micro-coding within the AP120B but the 
cost would be great. Another advantage of maintaining the 
processing algorithm in Fortran is that process 
modifications are easily introduced. 

One more conclusion can be inferred from Table I 
that is common to a lot of data processing probl~ms. The 
bulk of the effort in programming is spent designing how to 
get the data into the machine and then how to get the 
processed data out again. But now that this input/output 
structure has been formalized, optimization for processing 
speed can be introduced quite easily. Two things will have 
to happen before efforts in optimizing begin: the completion 
of the display programs and a shakedown of the system that 
only a sea cruise seems to provide. 

Graphic display software, with its requirements for 
attention to detail, consumes a large proportion of the 
resouces of the programmer and the 11/34. About 15,000 
words of memory are available for the background display 
program. When programming graphics in Fortran, this space 
is very quickly filled. The simple display program used 
hereby way of example occupies 11,000 words. 

Figure 4 shows a sample of the display which is 
created while the foreground program is running in real 
time. The power spectra of' 30 hydrophone signals are 
displayed. Frequency is across the X axis and the ordinate 
is in decibels. .Each spectrum is offset by lOdB. Notice 
that channels 15, 16 and 30 are noisy. Indeed, it is one of 
the purposes of this display to assess quantitatively the 
acoustic performance of the hydrophones. 
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A computer, an array processor and a special purpose 
digital filter have been connected to DREA's digital data 
acquisition system. This system is fast and flexible enough 
to handle a variety of analysis problems with live and 
recorded data, using available software. Hundreds of hours 
of completed analysis have proven this configuration to be 
an extremely reliable analysis system. 

A program for beamforming line array data in real-
time over a narrow frequen~y band has been developed which 
has many advantages over previous efforts at real time 
analysis. The raw data are recorded concurrently with the 
real-time beamforming so that more detailed analysis can be 
done later with other computer systems. The display and 
processing algorithms are written in Fortran providing a 
flexibility that has not been available with previous 
algorithms written in assembly langauges. Data are analyzed 
continuously and exponentially averaged. Portions of that 
data can be selected for an immediate display on the 
acoustic performance of the underwater array as a whole or 
as individual elements. 

Minicomputers and digital hardwired processing 
systems have been going to sea for some time. Previously, 
at DREA, assembly language programs had to be written to 
meet the speea requirements of sonar applications. These 
results were often inflexible, poorly adaptable to changes 
and of limited utility. In contrast, a programmable array 
processor with a library of microcoded algorithms, such as 
the APl20B, permits a scientist to use a high level language 
to build the real-time processing for new underwater 
research arrays. The decrease in time and energy required 
to provide future experiments with real-time processing will 
be significant now that the software structures have . been 
designed and tested. 
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TABLE I 
Words of Memory 

Mainline Control 492 
Lines of Code 

266 (macro) 
APEX + Processing 2096 100 (Fortran)+ 130 (macro) 

728 (macro) Mag Tape Handler 1321 
Terminal Handler 584 100 (macro) 
Backgnd Connection 91 50 (macro) 
System & Fortran 2754 n/a 
TOtals 7849 1374 
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DISCUSSION 

R. ,$,eynaeve Regarding the mentioned digital filter, could 
yo~ give information on: 

(a) Cost 
(b) Size 
(c) Address of supplier 
(d) Memory size of AP120B and cost of 
AP120B system? 

D.V. Crowe (a) Present cost of MDA filter is Canadian 
$24,000· 
(b) Physical size is 10 cm height in rack; 
a fuller description on speed, number of 
channels etc., will be provided [see attached 
Circuit Description]. 
(c) The suppliers are: 

MacDonald,Detwiller & Associates Ltd. 
10280 Shellbridge Way 
Richmond, British Colombia, Canada. 

(d) 128K of 38-bit main data memory drove the 
price of the AP120B system to $100,000. 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION - D.V.Crowe 

The non-recursive digital filter/translator, model 175 NDF-T, 
performs the operation of discrete convolution (spectral 
shaping) by multiplying each data word with a certain number 
of coefficients, a coefficient subset. The size L of a sub-
set is determined by 

(1) the total number of coefficients N. forming 
one f i lter, and 

(2) the subsampling factor M : 

L N/M 

M subsets form a coefficient set which defines one filter. 

If frequency translation is required, the data word has first 
to be multiplied with a cosine and sine value, generated by 
the frequency synthesizer. The two resulting products will 
then be multipl i ed with the filter coefficients. 

The 175 NDF-T accepts data words from different channels, time 
multiplexed into frames. A frame will consist of ( one data 
sample from each channel, equally spaced and consistently 
ordered in time. The number of input channels permitted can 
be calculated from the filter design parameters Nand M: 

CHmax 

CHmax 

1024.M 
N 

512.M 
N 

in the real mode 

in the complex mode. 

The maximum input data rate or single channel throughput of the 
filter is also a function of the parameters Nand M. in the 
real mode of operation, the minimum sampling period is given 
by 

Treal N 
2.5 M (microseconds) • 

If more than one channel is used, the minimum period betw~en 
samples of the same channel is given by Treal times the number 
of channels in effect. 

In the complex mode of 'operation, two outP4t channels are 
generated and filtered for each input channel. Furthermore, 
the translation operation requires ,one multiplication per out-
put channel. Hence, the minimum sampling period is then given 
by 

Tcmplx N+M 
1.25 • M (microseconds). 

.The same increase as in the real mode has to be made for 
multi-channel operation. 

If subsampling is implemented (M> 1), data is not output 
fOli each frame. Subsampling by a factor M means that only 
each M frames, one (in . the complex mode two) data words per 
channel are output. M frames form one cycle. 
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----

FIG. 1 QUEST AT SEA WITH BOTH A TOWED UNDERWATER ARRAY AND A 
FLOATING ARRAY. DATA AT 640 KILO~BITS/SECOND ARE 
CARRIED OVER A UHF RADIO LINK OR THE TOW CABLE. 

lGiER 
[LECTIn-lICS 

UNIT 

( Hydrophone Array ) 

SWitchable Goin Amplifier 

Analog to Dig ital COnverters 

Formatter 

I 
- - - - - - 640 Kilobit s/second -

Anal og reconstruction 
Chassis 

FIG. 2 EQUIPMENT BLOCK DIAGRAM SHOWING THE UNDERWATER ELECTRONIC~ 
THE SURFACE RECORDING SYSTEM, AND THE COMPUTER ANALYSIS 
EQUIPMENT. 
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FIG. 3 FLOW CHART OF THE FOREGROUND ANALYSIS PROGRAM. DISPLAY 
PROGRAMS USING THIS DATA ARE RUN AS TIM IS AVAILABLE IN 
THE BACKGROUND. 
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FIG. 4 NARROW-BAND SPECTRA FROM ALL 30 ELEMENTS WITHIN THE ARRAY. 
SPECTRA ARE OFFSET BY 10 dB. 
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APPENDIX A: Beamforming with a Uniformly Spaced Line Array 

Beamforming to angle, 
accomplished in frequency domain by 
over all elements the phase-delayed 
at each hydrophone. At frequency, f, 
given by[2,3] 

e ,is 
sunrning 
signals 
this is 

B(f,8) = 
N-l . kd . 8 

L Sn(f)e-Jn S1n 
n=o 

where B is the beam signal of f and 
N is the number of elements, 

which · are numbered 0 to N-I; 
Sn (f) is the signal at element n, 

and at frequency f; 
k is 2 rr/wavelength; 
d is the inter-element spacing; 

and nkdsin 8 is the path difference, in wavelengths 
between the oth and the rtn element to the plane wavefront 
arriving at 

The beam IX>wer becomes 

BoB*(f,8) = NEI NEI Sn(f).S~(f)e-j(n-m)kdsin8 
n=o m=o 

The Snos~ ter.m is the cross-spectrum for elements n 
and m. For the uniform line array, cross spectra between 
elements of equal spacing can be SlmlITled together, so that 
the beamIX>wer can be wr i tten as 

N-l 
BoB*(f,8) = L 

i=-N+l 

The above equation is an inverse discrete Fourier 
transform. For this the FFT algorithm[4] can be used if 
beams are spaced at integer multiples of kdsin 8/NB. NB is 
the number of beams calculated by adding NB-N zeros in the 
cross-spectral domain. 
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